
Meet and exceed the global requirements of learners 
with HP School Pack 2.0—an out-of-the box solution of 
digital tools and content designed for collaborative, 
standards-aligned, and personalized learning—and 
Curriculum Matrix, which allows educators to easily 
design Common Core-aligned lessons that they can then 
upload and share within their school or district.1

Curriculum Matrix

The Curriculum Matrix is a customizable tool that makes it easy for educators to 
personalize learning for students and access expertly curated, open educational 
resources from subject matter experts with backgrounds in standards-aligned and IB 
schools. This digital tool even provides recommendations from over 500,000 grade-
specific resources including lessons, quizzes, media, and interactive exercises.2 

Targeted content that’s been evaluated and approved
Educators can create lessons and assign them to students with just one click, and 
align content to any standard, skill, or competency. Resources are recommended 
via the content library based on the learning objectives outlined, and include videos, 
articles, podcasts, and real-time media tailored to the lesson. Educators can also 
utilize an extensive library of shared lessons created by peers in a variety of subjects, 
along with an internal search feature to access the Internet directly for more content.
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Access to education publishers
Does your school have subscriptions to various education publishers? If they’ve been 
aligned through the Curriculum Matrix alignment system, they can be integrated for 
faster, easier access to all your teaching resources and materials.

Customizable to fit school requirements
Easily customize settings to work with your current content. Add access to textbooks 
and third-party content, upload educator and district-created content for sharing 
within your school system, and use the correlation tool to align teacher-created 
resources to standards.

Concept maps to view related concepts
Search for a resource and then, based on the result, click on the “Concept Map” option to 
view related resources, opening up a more detailed search for students to delve deeper 
into the subject at hand.

System requirements
Curriculum Matrix’s mobile capabilities allow it to work with nearly every portable device.

Learn more at 
hp.com

1 Internet connection required and sold 
separately.
2 Unlimited access to 3500 pieces of 
content with the option to purchase more.

Give educators easy access to thousands of 
custom, cost-effective, and expertly curated 
educational resources.
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